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Introduction

The presence of codon usage
bias has been a long-standing
mystery [1]. Potential reasons
for this bias include,

• Speed of translation.
• Protein synthesis accuracy.

Predictive model

Population genetics model with single-point mutation and abso-
lute fitness. Parameters based on biophysical arguments.

|N(t + 1)〉 = (I + M)W|N(t)〉
⇒ 〈1|W|pcss〉 = (I + M)W|pcss〉.

•M, mutational matrix
•W, absolute fitness
•N(t), cell number
• pc(t), codon frequency
After many generations,
t→∞, frequencies
reach steady-state pcss.
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Inference of mutational rates

Obtained through detailed-balance from trimer frequencies.

π1µ21 = π2µ12⇒

µ21 = βκπ2

µ12 = βκπ1

Introduces model parameters β,
κ1 and κ2 corresponding to mu-
tational scale, and transition /
transversion rate ratios [3].

Protein production rate

Rate of protein production from two mechanisms with effects on
fitness captured by a single parameter, T 0:

• Single mRNA translation rate affects total protein production
due to a finite ribosomal reservoir [2].

• tRNA with high cellular concentrations result in faster
translation. [1]

Amino acid fidelity & wobble hypothesis

Figure 1: Methionine taking the place of
an isoleucine on the protein thrA due to
wobble.

1−s penalty for missense mu-
tations and noncognate tRNA
binding due to the wobble hy-
pothesis [4].

Wobble rel. rates
(U at 5’ anticodon)
U/A rU/A = 1
U/G rU/G = r1
U/U rU/U = r2
U/C rU/C = r3

Results

This model has been fit to a 10% training portion of the genome
of Escherichia coli K-12 MG1655 and tested on the remaining
90%, and the full Saccharomyces cerevisiae S288c genome.

Figure 2: Model prediction of codon frequencies in E. coli

Observation: frequencies appear to depend signifi-
cantly on mutational "closeness" to deleterious codon
states (e.g. stop codons.)

Parameter fit values
(10% of E. coli genome)
β 34.5± 0.2 (×10−9)

κ1 2.24± 0.01

κ2 0.730± 0.004

s 13.2± 0.2 (×10−9)

T 0 7.00±0.04 (×10−9)

r1 0.715± 0.004

r2 0.153± 0.001

r3 0.242± 0.001


